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Graduation Approaches 
A Look to the Fall 
by Jeanne Moody 
As graduation quickly approaches, 
seniors, as well as the rest of Taylor's 
campus, have many activities to look 
forward to during graduation weekend 
and next fall. For seniors and their 
parents only,- the Alumni Association 
will host the Annual Senior Banquet 
on Friday, May 23. The dinner will 
be held in the Dining Commons and 
will be served by the faculty and staff. 
After dinner, seniors and parents can 
enjoy a program in the chapel which 
will include the presentation of the 
Distinguished Parents Award, a talk by 
Dr. Kesler, and light entertainment 
ipresented by twenty seniors.' 
Saturday morning at 9:30, the 
Baccalaureate will take place in Odle 
Gymnasium with Dr. Kesler presiding. 
Anyone who desires can come. 
During the service, a senior will read a 
passage from the Bible and the Concert 
Band and Chorale will provide the 
music. Charles Swindoll will give the 
address which is entitled, "Who's 
Calling Your Cadence?" 
Saturday afternoon at 2:00, the 
Commencement will again take place 
in Odle Gymnasium. K.C. Carlsen 
will give the student address. The 
honorary degree of Doctorate of 
Humane Letters will be presented to 
Charles Swindoll. Chorale and the 
Concert Band will again provide the 
music. Parents Robert Nelson and 
James Klosterman will give the 
invocation and the benediction. 
Returning students also have much 
to look forward to next fall. During 
the first week of classes, the Annual 
Ice Cream Social will take place 
September 9. Rollerskating, a pep 
rally, a bon fire, and a cookout will 
also be enjoyed to celebrate the first 
football game of the season. 
September 20, the first concert of the 
year will feature White Heart and Geoff 
Moore in a double concert. 
In October, students can participate 
in the Variety Show which will be 
October 15. Later in the month, 
Homecoming will provide many 
activities to get involved in such as a 
pep rally and fireworks. To celebrate 
Halloween, an All-Campus Halloween 
Barn Party will provide much fun and 
dressing up on November 1. 
December 5, the Christimas 
Banquet will again be held. Following 
the banquet, the Vienna Boys Choir 
from Vienna, Austria will present a 
concert in the chapel. 
Along with these special events, 
the usual events of concerts, skating, 
and movies will be available for all 
students to enjoy. 
Dr. Rediger Wins Rotary Award 
Dr. Milo A. Rediger, President 
Emeritus of Taylor University, and his 
wife Velma (Vernier), were the 
honored recipients of a Distinguished 
Service Award presented by District 
656 of Rotary International at its 
annual conference on May 2. 
The Distinguished Service Award 
is presented annually to two recipients. 
Dr. and Mrs. Rediger were the non-
Rotarians awarded the honor, while 
Senator Richard Lugar and wife 
Charlene were the Rotarian recipients. 
District 656 covers Central Indiana 
from Marion to Rushville and is 
composed of 36 clubs with roughly 
2,860 members. 
Dr. and Mrs. Rediger, as well as 
the Lugars, were presented a plaque at 
the District 656 Annual Conference 
evening banquet held at the Union 
Station Holiday Inn in Indianapolis. 
About 425 Rotarians were in 
attendance. 
Dr. Rediger became President 
Emeritus of Taylor University on July 
1, 981, after serving as President from 
1965-1975, Chancellor from 1975-79, 
and again as President from 1979-81. 
He also had been Academic Dean of 
the college from 1945-50 and 1952-60, 
Vice President since 1954, and held the 
rank of Professor of Philosophy apd 
Religion since 1943. He holds the 
B.A. degree (magna cum laude) from 
Taylor and the M.A. and Ph. D. 
degrees from New York University. 
Mrs. Rediger began her college 
studies at Fort Wayne Bible College, 
completed her degree at Taylor 
University, and earned a master's 
degree at Ball State University. From 
1956-61, she taught in the Jefferson 
Township public school, then served 
as a fifth grade teacher in the Marion 
Community School system from 
1961-79. Mrs. Rediger has been 
involved in numerous activities wi<Ji 
her husband, including serving as a 
delegate to the Congress on W, r!d 
Evangelization held in Luzanne, 
Switzerland, in 1974. 
A recognized educator, Dr. 
Rediger was coordinator for the 
Committee on Liberal Arts Education 
of the North Central Accrediting 
Association from 1957-63. He is a 
member of the American Association 
for Higher Education and Phi Delta 
Kappa, National honorary graduate 
education fraternity. He is listed in 
Who's Who in American Education-
Community Leaders of America-
Creative and Successful Personalities. 
the 1974 edition of Who's Who in 
Indiana and the 1973-74 edition of 
Community Leaders and Noteworthy 
Americans. 
Dr. Rediger continues to serve 
his church and community and to 
enjoy a world wide ministry through 
various boards on which he serves. 
These include the Board of Elders, 
Evangelical Mennonite Conference; 
Director of Pastoral Internships, 
E.M.C.; Board of Deacons, Upland, 
Indiana, Evangelical Mennonite 
Church; Grant County Extension 
Board of Directors; Grant County 
Development Committee; Marion 
General Hospital Board of Directors; 
Grant County United Way Board of 
Directors; Board of Directors, Marion 
Easter Pageant; Board of Directors, 
Marion Philharmonic Orchestra; Grant 
County Y.M.C.A. Board of Trustees; 
Board of Directors, Christian Haven 
Homes; Board of Directors, Bibles for 
the World; and Chairman, Prison 
Fellowship's Indiana Task Force. 
Governor Otis Brown appointed 
Dr. Rediger "Sagamore of Wabash," 
the highest award given by the State of 
Indiana. In addition, Dr. Rediger has 
received the "Honorary Secretary of 
State" award from Secretary of State 
Edwin J. Simcox. 
The Marion Exchange Club 
awarded Dr. Rediger the Book of 
Golden Deeds Award. He received the 
Marion Chamber of Commerce Award 
for Excellence on his 30th anniversary 
at Taylor, and Mayor Fred Weagley 
officially declared December 10,1982, 
as "Milo A. Rediger Day" in Marion 
in honor of the former Taylor 
President's outstanding service to the 
community. Dr. Rediger has also 
received the Religious Heritage of 
America Oustanding Community 
Leadership Award. He also was given 
the Distinguished American Educator 
Award for 1983 from the Eisenhower 
Memorial Scholarship Foundation. 
by Kelly Spencer 
TheNational Review 
BASEBALL PAYS 
The major league will pay out at 
least 56.7 million dollars to players 
U.S, Senate to Vo 
by Jeff Schaffner 
The United States Senate is 
considering a plan to overhaul the 
nation's tax system. This tax reform 
package was first proposed by 
President Reagan last May and won 
approval by the House of 
Representatives this past December. It 
appears that there is sufficient support 
for passage of the plan in the Senate. 
This tax reform package would 
eliminate the 14 individual tax rates 
currently in use and replace them with 
two tax rates. Single taxpayers would 
pay a rate of 15% in federal income 
taxes on their first $17,600 earned, 
while married persons filing jointly 
would pay this rate on the first 
$29,300 of their earnings. Income 
above these levels would be taxed at a 
rate of 27%. Additionally, the 
personal exemption would be raised to 
$1,900 for 1987 and to $2,000 for 
1988 and following years. 
However, many individuals 
would not realize significant decreases 
in their tax burdens because me plan 
proposes to eliminate several 
important deductions. The current 
exemption for IRA contributions 
would be eliminated for most 
taxpayers, and deductions for state and 
local income taxes will also be 
discontinued. Tax shelters would be 
eliminated in most cases as well. 
Interest expenses for purposes other 
than first and second homes also faces 
elimination. 
The top corporate income tax rate 
would be lowered from the current 
46% to 33%. But businesses will also 
face the loss of numerous tax 
deductions. The investment tax credit 
would be repealed, though the plan 
provides for more generous equipment 
depreciation deductions. Businesses 
would also face increased taxes on 
long-term capital gains (the tax rate 
would rise from 20% to 27% on such 
gains), but the top tax rate for short-
term capital gains would be lowered 
from 50% to 27%. 
Poor Americans would benefit 
most from this plan because 
approximately six million such 
individuals would no longer be required 
to pay federal income taxes. Other 
beneficiaries include families without 
IRA s and those without heavy interest 
expenses. Service-oriented companies 
and a few heavy industries (such as oil 
and timber) would also pay generally 
lower taxes. 
Families with one or more IRAs 
and large interest expenses would 
probably pay higher taxes under the 
plan. 
that no longer play on their team. 
These players are being well rewarded 
by long term deals that were compiled 
by the Major League Player Relations 
Committee. Some of these players 
are: 2nd baseman John Castino, he 
retired after he played two years of a 
three year contract with the 
Minnesoata Twins. He gets $1.6 
million through 1987. Pitcher Len 
Barber was released in April by Atlanta 
with three years left in his five year 
contract. The Braves owe him $2,710, 
000 through 1988. Teams are also 
paying high prices for injuries. 
U.S.A. "LIES" ? MILK EXCESS 
Mikhail Gorbachev accused the 
U.S. A. of exaggerating the Chernobyl 
nuclear accident with "a veritable 
mountain of lies" while he made a 
dramatic appearance on a Soviet T.V. 
Wednesday, May 14, 1986. However, 
five hours later White House 
Spokesman Larry Speaks said it was 
"deplorable" that Gorbachev accused 
the U.S.A. of "devious political 
motives." Speaks says that 
inaccurable reporting by the media 
"was the inevitable result of the 
extreme secrecy." 
Gilbert Martin, 57, brushing his 
Holstein cows for the last time says, 
"I'll have to get used to sleeping late." 
27 black and white cows and two 
steers of his were pushed into a semi­
trailer truck to be taken to the 
Milwaukee market. Like 52 other 
farmers in Dane County-the third 
ranked milk-producing country in the 
U.S.A.'s leading dairy state. He is 
among 13,988 U.S.A. dairy farmers 
participating in the federal 
government's whole-herd buyout 
program that started April 1. 
The World Events in the Past Year 
by David Dickinson 
This past school year has been filled 
with events that have both excited and 
angered the world. We have had to 
deal with terrorism, problems in the 
space program, and nuclear disaster. 
The United States has had a major role 
in many of these events and initially 
Mark Brown and I, and later by 
myself, have enjoyed writing about 
them and providing you with our 
opinions. I would like to provide a 
brief overview of what happened in 
the world during the past semester and 
then provide some of my own 
predictions of what might happen this 
summer and next year. 
Terrorism and terrorist have 
consistently been in the news since the 
beginning of this school year. Hardly 
a week goes by when there is not a 
bombing or politically motivated 
killing in the world. In October we 
watched the drama unfold of the 
Achille Lauro hijacking. Then in the 
winter there was the massacres at 
Rome and Vienna. Our president 
consistently uppSd his threats of 
retaliation and finally, following 
conclusive evidence that Libya was 
involved in a Berlin bombing, the 
U.S. Airforce and Navy struck at 
Libya. Although condemned by some, 
most Americans rallied behind the 
president and were excited that the 
U.S. was no longer allowing itself to 
be pushed around. 
During interterm, the United States 
witnessed its greatest setback in the 
space program since it began. This 
was the destruction of the space shuttle 
Challenger. This disaster was 
followed by the destruction of two 
more rockets during their launches. 
These accidents have dealt a severe 
blow to the program and the loss of 
the seven Challenger astronauts deeply 
grieved the nation. 
Most recently, the world has 
experienced the greatest nuclear 
accident since man began using nuclear 
energy for fuel. This was the 
meltdown of the core of a Soviet 
reactor at Chernobyl. Although 
reports are conflicting as to how many 
have died, there is little doubt that 
large amounts of radiation were 
released into the air. This could 
potentially have an enormous effect on 
the production of food in the Soviet 
Union. 
Although much has been 
negative in the past year's news, there 
have been some high points. The 
successful and relatively peaceful 
changes of leadership in both the 
Phillipines and Haiti provide hope for 
future peace in these areas. 
The world is a constantly 
changing place and to predict what is 
going to happen is a dangerous game. 
It cannot be done with any surety1.1 
would like to offer a few opinions, 
however, and the reader is welcome to 
draw his or her own conclusions. 
First, in the area of international 
relations, I think that Gorbachev and 
Reagan will definitely get together this 
year. Gorbachev's credibility has 
suffered due to Chernobyl and this wEl 
provide him with further opportunity 
to improve his image. I think that 
more pressure will be put on both 
leaders by their respective nations. 
Hopefully, this will cause them to be 
more open to compromise and maybe 
some real developments in arms 
control. 
I think that the space program 
will finish its recovery from this year's 
problems and come out stronger on the 
other side with a more effective 
command system and greater safety in 
operations. 
I think this year will also 
witness the beginnings of more dissent 
by the populations of nations that 
have oppressive regimes. They will 
be emboldened by the success of the 
Filipinos and the Haitians to attempt 
to exact their own changes. 
I hope that everyone has a good 
summer and that the news will be 
filled with good news and growth. I 
look forward to serving you all again 
next year. 
Taylor s Junior class cycles to 1st place durintg the Taylathon's Intercollegiate Competition after suffering penalties 
which placed them a bare six seconds behind the Alumni's cyclists. (L to R: Tod Bauder, Jeff Marble, Mark Graber, 
Troy Funte, Ken Carlson, Danny Benson, James Swanson, and James Wilkinson. 
Corraling A "Herd" of Horses 
by Len Robbins 
Since our last article concerning 
the Trojan Horse, we have learned that 
there are actually three horses. The 
first horse, the wooden one, is 
presently in the possession of several 
men whose living establishment has 
been condemned (no names...). The 
second horse, a plastic copy, is still in 
Dean Lowell Haines possession. This 
is the horse that was confiscated last 
year for disciplinary reasons. The third 
horse, a second plastic copy of the 
original, was just made this year for 
unclear reasons. It somehow decided 
"It's Time" to leave, and was passed 
around and hidden as though il were 
the real one. Well, it's not. And 
neither is the plastic one. In fact, the 
adminstration officially recognized 
none of the horses, which is where 
this "horsey" situation will stand until 
enough students get together and 
agree that they would like that to 
change. 
In an interview with him, Dean 
Haines said he would support the 
Horse being a sanctioned I.C.C. event, 
but stresses that the old rules were 
simply too fragile. "All it takes," he 
stated, "was a few guys who thought 
mat tney didn't have to play oy tne 
rules to ruin it for the whole school." 
Which is quite true, and why the Horse 
lost its sanctification with I.C.C. 
Haines told the Echo that several 
people have come to talk to him about 
the Horse since the last article about it 
was printed, so he is aware of the 
interst it still holds with the students. 
But, before anything official can be 
sanctioned, he suggested that we mark 
the "real" horse in a fairly 
improduceable manner, and that the 
copies be gotten rid of. To insure that 
the game works properly once it is 
approved again, he alsosuggests that a 
independent group of students officiate 
the game to be certain that the 
possessing class keeps within the 
agreed upon rules. 
This will help to eliminate the small 
groups that don't want to play by the 
rules, especially if the class is held 
responsible for it. 
Dean Haines reassures that if we 
were interested enough, and wish to 
get the Horse back into Inter Class 
Council Competition again, that we 
can. He insists, however, that he 
won't force anyone group to give up 
the original horse. That must be done 
voluntarily, then the process of getting 
the "real horse" going may start. 
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Old-Fashioned Comedy 
By Barry Von Lanken 
Taylor theatre goers got a taste of 
good old-fashioned comedy recently in 
the presentation of Joseph Kesselring's 
"Arsenic and Old Lace". 
The production was a delightful 
presentation of seasoned acting and 
artistic direction. The actors were all 
veterans of Taylor Theatre and each 
brought laughter and excitement to the 
audiences. 
Directed by Dr. Jessica Rousselow 
and assistant directed by Beth Keller, 
the cast of thirteen effectively recreated 
this famous play. 
Seniors Cindy Ericson and Sally 
Perkins, played the kindly but 
dangerous Brewster sisters. Each 
convincingly portrayed an elderly lady 
doing just what she thought best in the 
welfare of others. 
Seniors Greg Cox and George 
Jackson III, played the rival Brewster 
brothers, Mortimer and Jonathan. 
Their characters were evenly matched, 
yet the inherent good in Mortimer had 
to win out over the twisted evil of 
Jonathan. 
Senior Jean Yordy portrayed the 
lovelv and confused girlfriend of 
Mortimer. Aside from a few bruises 
irom the rough treatment she received 
on stage from Jonathan, Jean's 
character of Elaine Harper bravely 
continued to love her man. 
Frank Sharp returned to the stage in 
the guise of Teddy "Roosevelt" 
Brewster. I have never imagined 
Theodore Roosevelt as having a high 
voice, but Frank convincingly 
projected the boisterous antics of the 
late President. 
One of the outstanding performances 
in this production was given by Joe 
Maniglia as the crooked Dr. Herman 
Einstein. Joe kept the audience 
laughing with this Peter Lorre-type 
character. I almost felt sorry for old 
Dr. Einstien. Caught up with a 
dangerous madman, he is the underdog 
you want to cheer for even though he 
is a drunken lush. 
The police force in this production 
was made up of Robert Hartwell, 
Richard Muthiah, Dan Krula, and Brian 
Smith. These four rather bumbling 
defenders of justice could not see the 
reality around them, but why should 
they believe that two kindly old ladies 
would possibly kill twelve men? 
Toby Shope played a picky and 
lonely man looking for a room. A 
quick step by Mortimer saved him 
from a likely trip to Panama. 
Jamey Schmitz played the Rev. Dr. 
Harper and Mr. Witherspoon, the 
superintendant of Happy Dale 
Sanitarium. He becomes the Brewster 
sisters last victim as the lights go out, 
at ye sign of outdoing Jonathan's 
twelve murders by one! 
I attended the opening night of this 
production as well as closing night in 
order to get a good cross-section of the 
character embellishments that are 
destined to occur in comedy. I was 
glad to see that the characters remained 
predominantly as they had been from 
the first. This is a sign of careful, 
quality directing and acting designed to 
compliment, not dominate the focus of 
Nutritionist Flunks 
Fad Diets - taken 
from Reader's Dig. 
Dr. Einstein wedges himself between the Brewster brother as 
Jonathon assures Mortimer that his "strange" life has taught 
him one thing- to be afraid of nothing! ' 
the audience. 
This production was wonderful from 
start to finish and I applaude the talents 
of actors, director, set designer and 
crews in making this production such a 
success. 
When you embark on a diet, the 
first question you ask yourself is: Will 
it work for me? The second question, 
according to noted nutritionist Paul 
Lachance, should be: Will it provide 
all the nutrients my body requires? 
An article in the February 
Reader's Digest describes a study that 
Lachance, formerly with NASA and 
now professor of food science and 
nutrition at Rutgers University, made 
of 15 of the most popular diets. He 
ranked them against the daily 
allowance of vitamins and minerals 
recommended by federal health 
agencies. He also rated them against 
the protein, fat and carbohydrates 
guidelines issued by the U.S. 
Department of Agriculture and the 
Department of Health and Human 
Services. 
Lachance calls the Weight 
Watchers program the "grandaddy of 
organized dieting...their diet comes 
close to providing the nutrients the 
government recommends." Pointing 
out that everyone on any weight-
reduction diet should take a vitamin 
and mineral supplement, Lachance 
says of Weight Watchers that you 
should also ensure that you are getting 
enough fiber from the plan. 
He calls the F-Plan diet "another 
that comes close to being ideal." 
But of the Beverly Hills diet, 
Lachance says, "It's basically a low-
protein diet, since, for the first nine 
days, all the food is fruit. You can run 
into problems after just a couple of 
weeks on such a diet." 
The Stillman and Atkins plan 
allow far too much saturated fats and 
five times more than the recommended 
cholesterol intake, in his opinion. 
And while the Pritikin diets are high 
in fiber, they can contain "so little fat 
that they may not taste good and 
therefore be difficult to follow for 
long." 
One of the most important 
ingredients in a successful diet is 
exercise. Lachance tells of an 
overweight woman who asked her 
doctor for an amphetamine prescription 
for weight loss. Instead the doctor 
scribbled "Adidas" on his prescription 
pad and handed it to her, saying that if 
she walked briskly for two miles each 
day she would have no more weight 
problems. It worked, and now she 
won't miss a day of exercise. 
Letter to the Editor Kyle and Kyle's Movie Review 
Dear Editor: 
Most Taylor students are anxious 
to finish the semester and go home for 
the summer. Many have been 
counting down the days for some time. 
.But there are also many Taylor 
students who do not wish to go home 
for the summer and only do so out of 
necessity. 
Many of these students have 
experienced difficult relationships with 
their parents. They have been able to 
remove themselves from this dilemma 
for most of the school year but next 
week they will face the same 
difficulties they left last September. 
GOOD-BYE 
DIANA! 
by Curt Smith 
At the end of this school year, 
Assistant Professor of Health and 
Physical Education, Diana Jones, will 
be leaving Taylor. After six years of 
teaching at Taylor, Jones decided it 
was now or never to pursue her 
doctorate. This coming fall, Jones 
will be a part-time student and a 
graduate teaching assistant at Ohio 
State University in Columbus. 
There were many factors in 
choosing Ohio State. "The program is 
great, and I'll be closer to my family," 
Jones said. It will take about three 
years before Diana Jones will be 
finished-with her doctorate, and with it 
comes a Ph. D. in Physical Education 
and specialization in Teaching 
Behavior and Teaching Education. 
The students and faculty 
appreciated the many memories we • 
share together with Diana Jones and 
Taylor University wishes her the best. 
CHIILD CARE OPPORTUNITIES to 
work and live in the Boston - Cape 
Cod area. Excellent salaries & 
benefits. (617) 749- 8197 
Is It true You can Buy a 
Jeep for $44 through the 
U.S. Government ??? 
Get the facts today... 
CALL 1-312-742-1142 
Ext. 1014 
There will be fifteen weeks until the 
Fall Term begins in September, and 
these weeks can be as emotionally 
trying as a difficult semester on 
campus. 
Summer can be especially 
difficult for Taylor students whose 
parents are divorced. Even if there are 
good relationships with both parents it 
often becomes a logistical nightmare 
to adequately split living time between 
them. Students whose parents have 
recently divorced will probably find 
that returning home reopens those 
emotional wounds. 
There needs to be more 
sensitivity on campus for students 
facing difficult summers. Generally 
speaking, students who do not eagerly 
anticipate returning home for the 
summer do not feel comfortable 
sharing this with many others. Often 
others just don't understand how 
difficult these situations can be. This 
problem is compounded in September 
when most Taylor students are telling 
friends how great their summer was 
and others wish they had been able to 
experience a pleasant summer. 
Regular letter writing will 
provide needed encouragement to 
friends who experience a rough time at 
home this summer. A student 
experiencing conflict with parents may 
explain the situation in a letter to a 
friend and then feel discouraged and 
forgotten when that friend doesn't write 
back. This is a special opportunity to 
demostrate our friendships at a time 




I appreciate your effort to bring this 
need to the Echo's readers. To express 
the impact of the struggles that many 
students will be facing, I began to 
consider the potential problems that 
students will be confronted with. 
It is likely that many of the 
students returning home will have to 
deal with a split family, in which there 
will be tugs at all ends for time 
sharing, as well as financial 
grievances. There may be those who 
will have to face recent death in the 
family, the abuse from a family 
member or from someone in their 
hometown, and their are often 
restrictions when returning home 
which can seem strikingly different 
than the freedoms here at Taylor. 
As hard as it is for a Freshman to 
return to the restriction differences after 
a year of independence, there is also 
the frustration for some Seniors as 
they return to being labeled the child 
when arriving home. Thanks for the 
suggestion for maintaining friendships 
Jeff. I hope that people will take to 
heart what you've said and share some 
of the security which they may have in 
the stability of their homes. 
In Him, 
Brian Brightly, Editor 
PEANUTS® by Charles M. Schulz 
by Steve Kyle 
Fire With Fire is the dramatic 
love story between a teenager in i 
temporary parole camp and a girl frorr 
a strict Catholic girl's school. This 
movie stars Virginia Madsen as "Lisa" 
and Craig Sheffer as "Joe Fisc-stud." 
The story begins with Joe 
stumbling through the woods which 
separated the two institutions of the 
destined lovers. There he sees a 
beautiful blonde in a white dress taking 
pictures of herself. Because he is in a 
race, he only stays long enough tc 
establish momentary eye contact. But 
this is enough to spark the romance. 
Soon after this encounter, Lisa 
convinces the nuns at her school that 
it would be a great ministry to have 
the boys from the parole camp come 
over for a dance. Of course the nuns 
accept this idea with enthusiasm, and 
soon Joe and Lisa are gazing into one 
another's eyes, dreaming about forever. 
Thus, the rebel relationship begins. 
Late one night, Joe makes his 
scurry into the girls's school, kisses 
her a couple of times and plans a 
meeting place for the next evening and 
returns rapidly back to prison. The 
following evening after making love 
in a graveyard (how romantic), the two 
victims of passion are discovered by 
one of the prison guards. Because of 
this, Joe is put in confinement for the 
evening and destined for the State 
Prison in the morning. But Myron, 
Joe's map-making buddy, intervenes 
and soon Joe and Lisa are flying down 
the road in a red Firebird headed for a 
cabin in the wcods where they hope to 
live their lives in unwedded bliss. But 
the authorities find them again. 
However, the lovers escape and, of 
couse, thus, we have the end. 
What is love? Well, this movie 
personifies the media's version of the' 
age-old question. Just like Pretty in 
Pink there is very little 
communication between the two 
"lovers." A little eye contact, a little 
lip action and Joe and Lisa are willing 
to risk the security of their existance. 
There is no relationship between Joe 
and Lisa because there is no time. If 
the plot would allow, the shadows of 
Joe and Lisa's characters that we do see 
reveal an understanding between the 
two. This understanding is rooted to 
Joe and Lisa's family problems which 
inevitably led each to their 
confinement. 
This movie fails in every aspect 
of the word. He promotes an 
unbelieveable conflict. It gives us 
unrealistic characters who have 
nothing to tell us or show and the so-
called adventure is too predictable and 
unimaginative. At one point in the 
movie, the guard of the Catholic girl's 
school states, "Where's Rambo when 
you need him." And those were my 
exact thoughts. But I don't think even 
"Rambo" could have saved this movie; 
however, he might of had more to say 
to his "lover" than our hero Joe. So, 
instead of going to see Fire With Fire, 
it would probably be more productive 
to sit on the backporch and play with 
matches. I give it a 1. 
by Mike Kyle 
Yes, I love romance! You may 
not believe it, but when romance 
comes my way, my heart melts like 
chocolate pudding, ready to be 
consumed by the first sweet spoon to 
come .along. Fire With Fire is a 
sweet treat for all lovers. The movie 
is Joe and Lisa and the story of their 
deep-bedded romance. They don't talk 
to each other—oh, no—it goes beyond 
that, and it's beautiful. When Joe 
sneaks up to the girls' school and 
swoops down in a magical, eternal 
moment of passion—I begin to breed 
tears. I love Joe and Lisa because they 
were real, joe was so real that he 
reminded me of my brother Ralph, 
from Texas, and Lisa—well, Lisa just 
embodies "realness." See, when they 
gazed into each other's eyes.I yearned to 
be there, to be with them on the dance 
floor, to reach out and touch them and 
say,' Hey—Joe, Lisa, I care about you 
guys—I love you both so much!" But 
alas, I could only cry tears of joy and 
witness the glory of it all. 
See Fire With Fire and fall in 
love. Go and view what that mystic 
word is all about. Bring your hopes 
and dreams and four dollars and feel the 
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MISS INDIANA VENUS PAGEANT 
June 7,1986 No talent required ... Enter Now ! ! 
Write: State Director, 1815 Gardiner Lane #52, 
Louisville, KY 40205 Or CALL: 502-456-2577 or 
DON'T MISS OUT!! 502-451-8111. 
THE WINNER COULD BE YOU!! 
Qasa cPatricia <2 
Second ancf Joyce Streets 
One Bedroom Apartments 






1221 NORTH WALNUT 
HOMESTEAD 
RESTAURANT 
Besides great PIZZA, we offer 
you Sandwiches, Dinners, and 
Italian and Mexican Dishes 
EREE DELIVERY for WING FUNCTIONS 
and PARTIES 
HARTFORD IITY '1180040 
STAFF BOX 
PROIXJCTJON COORDINATOR.. SSB 
BUSINESS MANAGER... VC^R..™KAMS 
PHOTO LAB TECHNICIANS... 
CAMPUS COORDINATOR 
SPORTS EDITOR... 



















RUSS VAN DINE 
DOUG MANTHA • LAYOUT EDITOR... MAMTH ADMINISTRATIVE EDITOR 
HEADLINE EDITOR... TH  ̂
1HOR THOMPSON 
ss; rrE ™ 
and community of Taylor University The v publlshed for ^ st $.0.00™, 1 « Z2. ££2 wT" "b,crtp'ion 
r* • <•"»«1 
attempt to uphold quality journalism and .1 edit0r- The Echl 
we share as believers in Christ. 6 pnonty for increasing the j 
the student body, flcuky^ ^ °ecc»arily the views of the 
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The Adventues of Sir Gar an... Finished 
„.«u c: ... _ *J. . . _ by Keith Singer 
Sir Garan and Rustice set out the next morning. They 
rode with the speed of the wind. Along the way, word was 
spread and by noon many others had joined their party. 
Most were not knights of war and came to fight with 
whatever was available. Many were simply armed with 
clubs. Courage does not lie in arms, however, and it is 
certain that in courage these men did abound. 
By nightfall they had covered most of the ground that 
lay between them and the Emperor's castle. There now 
rode with Garan a great host full of good men who were set 
upon making a wrong become right. They camped and 
rested for the night. 
That night Garan went into counsel with JUST and 
RIFT until deep in the night. RIFT wanted to leave the 
kingdom now and abandon this foolish battle. He claimed 
that by now surely the Emperor knew of his enemies and 
was preparing to crush them. JUST, on the other hand, felt 
that there was still work to be done here. Garan spoke, 
"RIFT, you have advised me and controlled me many times 
in the past. It shall no longer be. You no longer have any 
power over me. JUST alone shall counsel me and guide my 
paths." 
Rustice sat watching the Whole affair and it seemed to 
him that there was a bright flash of light near Garan's left 
shoulder and then a small cloud of smoke appeared and 
drifted away. A certain peace was upon the countenance of 
the knight as if some heavy burden had been lifted. Sir 
Garan appeared a changed person. 
At dawn Sir Garan addressed his followers. "We shall 
ride to the castle and to death if need be. There is evil 
dwelling there which must be cleansed. Ride, ride to do 
battle upon the fields of the Emperor himself." 
Garan and his host rode until the sun rose to its 
highest point in the sky. By that time they were in sight of 
the Emperor's castle and the small village that surrounded it. 
Garan's riding was not undetected, however. The 
Emperor had been preparing for Garan's arrival. He was not 
a man who was easily frightened. 
Garan and his captains stood atop a hill just outside of 
the town. A small group of armored men on horseback rode 
out to meet them. 
"Why do you come?", questioned the men. 
"We come to free the princess and throw down the 
Emperor. A new King shall be crowned who will rule 
justly. If you do not want to die before this day is over, 
you had better tell your dear emperor to surrender his 
Kingdom to his subjects now," replied Garan. 
The leader of the men laughed and replied, "You do 
seem an insolent fool. An unorganized band of farmers is 
supposed to overthrow the Emperor and his army? Surely 
you jest, oh arrogant one." 
"Be gone," commanded Garan. The strangers cowered 
for they dared not face the knight. They returned to the 
village and the castle. 
Sir Garan instructed his followers on what they were 
to do. Barely had he finished when the Emperor sprung his 
trap. 
Knights garbed in black armor poured forth from the 
castle gates. Mounted knights came thundering across the 
fields on hoth sides of the host, of Sir Garan. Behind them 
came archers on horseback. 
Garan quickly ordered four fronts to be formed. With 
him he took much of the main host and began to ride for 
the castle. 
While the battle raged on behind them, Garan and 
those who went with them crashed into the knights coming 
from the castle. Garan's sword was used with deadly skill 
and few dared to stand in his path. Soon a great wedge had 
been forged into the ranks of the enemy. The knights and 
farmers riding with Garan also fought with much skill and 
the ranks of the enemy who came from the castle on foot 
began to scatter and run for their lives. Many threw down 
their weapons and fled in terror. 
Behind our hero, however, the battle was not going 
well. The archers of the Emperor were deadly and were 
causing a panic among the host following Garan. A brave 
young knight named Claxon led a charge into the archer's 
midst. Claxon and many others were shot down but the 
archers were not much in pitched battle and were soon 
utterly defeated. 
The knights of the enemy on horseback were a 
problem of another sort. They broke into the ranks of 
Garan s followers and sent Rustice and the other farmers to 
flight. Few remained to face the enemy. The enemy 
numbered too many and the hearts of those around Garan 
soon became dark as they realized the hopelessness of their 
cause. 
Garan turned to JUST and asked his counsel. JUST 
replied, "Since you have finally trusted in me, seen the 
errors in your ways, and made the choice to mend those 
errors, I am able to help you in many ways. 
Many near Garan say that at this moment, a shining 
white light shot forth from the shoulder of Garan and laid 
waste to the ranks of the enemy. A new terror grew in the 
hearts of the enemy. Here was something they did not 
understand. They fled in every direction with the followers 
of Garan close on their trails. 
The enemy was now utterly defeated and a white flag 
was raised on the castle's wall. Sir Garan and a number of 
his faithful followers rode into the castle. The knights of 
the Emperor that still remained in the castle were given over 
to the remains of the host of Garan to be kept under careful 
watch as were those captured during the battle on the fields. 
The Emperor himself was brought before Garan. 
Garan looked on him in pity for he knew the torment the 
Emperor endured. The Emperor was placed under guard as 
were his advisers and those captured in the battle. 
Garan and his friend Rustice then climbed the tower 
stairs where the Princess could be found. There was no 
guard and all that lay between the knight and the Princess 
Chastia was a locked door. 
Garan broke down the door and the princess turned to 
look. She looked at this intruder searchingly and saw not 
the man she left years ago but a man now at peace with 
himself and the world around him. 
Their eyes met and they knew that they would never 
be apart again. It seemed a fitting ending to such a long and 
hard journey. Indeed, our hero was now a hero in every 
sense of the word. The long sought reward had been found. 
THE END! 
Paul Lightfoot, part-time faculty, full-time staff 
Paul Lightfoot in a rare "still" pose 
by Jeanne Milleman 
It's that time of the year again: 
birds are singing, school's ending, and 
one of the most pleasant reminders of 
upcoming summer-an abundance of 
colorful foilage—is appearing. 
However, Taylor's campus has more 
than just our Creator to thank for the 
beautiful greenery that accents the 
campus. 
Paul Lighfoot, part-time faculty/ 
full-time staff member of Taylor for 
the last 2 1/2 years has been given the 
title of campus landscaper. But in 
addition to his duties as landscaper, 
Ligtfoot is involved in other campus 
projects as well. One of them is 
flowers. Says Lightfoot, "Due to the 
communicating we (at Taylor) do with 
various nursuries around the country, 
during the winter months much of the 
plant material needed for campus is 
supplied. For example, we receive 
roses from Oregon, lilies from 
Wisconsin, and azaleas from Ohio." 
How does Lightfoot's greenhouse 
duties fit in with his position on 
campus? According to him, the 
involvement he has had with the 
greenhouse has been very helpful to 
his department, particularly in a 
financial way. Since much of the 
plant material he cares for is sold to 
persons in the area, his budget for the 
department is greatly helped by his 
business with the greenhouse. 
After receiving his degrees from 
Taylor and Ball State University 
(respectively), Lightfoot was employed 
as a teacher of high school freshman 
biology for one year and at Marsh 
Supermarkets for 7 1/2 years, before 
returning to Taylor. He and his wife, 
Connie, reside in Upland with their 
daughters, Hilary, Kendia and Megan. 
When asked about his 
involvement with the students on 
campus, he said, "I have quite a bit of 
contact with students on campus since 
I have a student assistant during the 
academic year and in the summer. 
Lightfoot added that he enjoys the 
student interaction he has had during 
the time he has worked at Taylor and 
adds that "it is an important aspect of 
the job." 
HELL DONE 
With Graduation Near... 
You Will Need A 
Car... 
Maybe You Think 
You Can't Afford Cavalier RS Convertible 
A New One. 
p.i ass or 86 
Cavalier Z-24 2-dr. Coupe 
Because of : 
It's final, 
Swallow is Closed 
Celebrity Eurosport 2 dr. Coupe 
1. Lack of credit history 2. Short on down payment 3. Won't be 
earning money for 30-90 days 4. Deske financial independence? 
GHIAC & DeVOE HAVE THE ANSWERS! 
Call Me At 664-1275 
Let Me Show You How Easy And Affordable Owning A 




Hiway 15 North 
Marion, IN 
Brett A. Conner 
Collegiate Marketing Representative 
by Wendy Eck 
Well, it's all over. Residents, 
Swallow alumni and friends of the 
birdhouse did everything in their power 
short of a presidential sit-in to keep 
the historic dorm from closing. But 
now it is going to close it's door to 
the fine young men of Taylor 
University in a little less than a week. 
The old dorm will not immediately 
face the wrecker's ball—if at ail-but 
will instead serve as storage space for 
university property. The dear old place 
will never again see another water 
fight, freshman initiation, Rabini or 
open house. The hall has stepped into 
the pages of past history at Taylor. 
But what about the men living 
there now? Well, the University 
promised to do everything in their 
power to keep the majority of them 
together if at all possible. This goal 
has been achieved as all Swallow 
upperclassmen were approved for off-
campus residence at Fairlane 
Apartments. I suppose next year we 
could be looking at the First Annual 
Swallow Fairlani. 
The seven freshmen of Swallow 
face a different fate, though. Two of 
them who reside in Upland have 
chosen to return to school next year as 
commuters rather than live in any 
other dorm. One—so upset by the 
closing of the dorm—has chosen to 
transfer to IPFW. The other four have 
chosen to move to Morris Hall where 
they will attempt to keep the 
brotherhood of Swallow alive. 
Oh, and remember those parking 
lots we talked about possibly being 
paved this summer? Well, we checked 
up on it and according to Dr. Yost, if 
the fiscal budget allows for it, the lots 
behind Wengatz and Olson halls will 
be the first ones paved, perhaps this 
summer. Also, the road in front of the 
chapel is in desperate need of repair so 
if the budget allows it, that too will be 
repaved. 
Hopefully, dirt student parking 
lots will go into the pages of Taylor 
history along with the grand old dorm, 
Swallow Robin. 
^Icbardc 
/ <• restaurant 
Our Family Pledge 
is to Please You 
Only 10 Minutes East of Taylor 
on State Road 3 South 
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T R Y L 0 R  B R S E B R L L  
W o n  2 2  L o s t  1 8  1  T i e  
District 21 Tournament Plav (Double Elimination )) 
Hanover 1 4  Taylor 5  
Taylor 6 Marion 5  
Taylor 12 Goshen 3  
Taylor 6 Bethel 3  
IUPUI 3  Taylor 1 
Leading Batters After 41 Games 
Batter GE HA H  RBI HE 
1. Spahr 40 .459 61 30 2 
2. Sweet 41 .416 57 38 0 
3. Adams 39 .364 40 17 0 
4. Bushur 41 .331 45 35 2 
5. James 40 .328 44 23 2 
6. Wertman 23 .311 14 6 0 
7. Beaverson 40 .310 44 16 0 
8. Chilcott 40 .307 27 8 0 
9. Boxell 41 .285 35 25 4 
Taylor Pitching 
Pitcher GE SJG L ERA 
Burress 14 33 4 6 4.33 
Bolt 8 6 0 0 11.34 
Clouser 13 50 5 3 3.98 
Frieder 9 25 3 0 4.10 
Grimes 8 14 3 1 7.13 
Spahr 11 41 3 5 5.69 
Wertman 9 31 4 3 6.51 
Sweet 2 2 0 0 0.00 
Leading Fielders 
Plaver EG ASST ERR FPCT 
Becker 37 1 0 1000 
Grimes 17 4 0 1000 
Bolt 1 4 0 1000 
James 150 9 3 981 
Spahr 190 20 4 981 
Frieder 96 20 3 975 
Becker 87 2 7 927 
Burress 0 12 1 923 
m¥L©l^.S©FTl^LL BT/hTi 
Plaver G AB H EA RBI 
Bailey 14 18 6 .333 3 
Christman 25 35 7 .200 2 
Fakes 26 71 18 .254 9 
Ford 23 53 14 .264 6 
Helm 18 47 11 .234 6 
Macklin 25 63 10 .162 4 
McAllister 19 48 11 .229 5 
Pickering 26 77 23 .299 6 
Santy 26 66 13 .197 9 
Shamblin 14 16 2 .125 2 
Smith 27 85 25 .294 4 
Summit 27 80 28 .350 16 
Tanis 12 30 6 .200 1 
Ward 16 16 3 .188 2 
Taylor 
Team Stats 27 677 177 .261 75 
Pitching Stats 
Pitcher G 5E L IE ERA 
Summit 13 2 10 77.3 7.06 
Pickering 9 3 2 40.66 6.03 
Ford 13 1 9 53.33 6.30 
Taylor 
Team Stats 27 6 21 171.3 6.58 
INDIANAPOLIS 500 RACE LINEUP 
Row One as of May 11 
1. RickMears, March-Cosworth 216.828 
2. Danny Sullivan, March-Cosworth 215.382 
3. Michael Andretti, March-Cosworth 214.522 
Row Two 
4. Bobby Rahal, March-Cosworth 213.550 
5. Mario Andretti, Lola-Cosworth. 212.300 
6. AlUnser, Penstie-Chevrolet 212.295 
Row Three 
7. Kevin Cogan, March-Cosworth 211.922 
8. TomSneva, March-Cosworth 211.878 
9. Roberto Guerrero, March-Cosworth 211.576 
Row Four 
10. AlUnser, Jr., Lola-Cosworth 211.533 
11. Ed Pimm, March-Cosworth 210.874 
12. Emerson Fittipaldi, March-Cosworth 210.237 
Row Five 
13. Johnny Rutherford, March-Cosworth 210.220 
14. R-Randy Lanier, March-Cosworth 209.964 
15. Pancho Carter, Lola-Cosworth 209.635 
Row Six 
16. R-Roberto Moreno, Lola-Cosworth 209.469 
17. R-Jacques Villenuve, March-Cosworth 209.397 
18. Danny Orgais, March-Buick 209.158 
Row Seven 
19. Josele Garza, March-Cosworth 208.939 
20. Tony Bettenhausen, March-Cosworth 208.933 
21. Arie Lyuendyk, Lola-Cosworth 207.811 
Row Eight 
22. Dennis Firestone, Lola-Cosworth 207.471 
23. Geoff Brabham, Lola-Cosworth 207.082 
24. A.J. Foyt, March-Cosworth 213.212* 
Row Nine 
25. Paul Buesel, Lola-Cosworth 211.202* 
26. Scott Brayton, March-Buick 208.079* 
27. R-Phil Krueker, March-Cosworth 207.948* 
Row Ten 
28. ChipGanassi, March-Cosworth 207.590* 
R-Rookie 
* lower position because of technical violation 
The "Fat Lady Sings" 




Stating the fact that he wanted a 
Christian education was Jay Teagle's 
major consideration in picking Taylor 
University for the 1986-87 season. 
Teagle is transferring from Illinois 
State University where he was red-
shirted this past year because of a foot 
injury. Teagle was a three-year starter 
for the Marion Giants and named to 
the Associated Press All-State Team 
and the Indiana All-Star Team as a 
senior. Teagle also helped Marion win 
the 1985 State Championship. Coach 
Patterson said of Teagle, "The player 
we were missing is here now. He will 
give our basketball program a different 
look." 
Patterson stated two other players 
who are planning to attend Taylor are 
Dean Ricks, a 6-6 center from 
Mississinewa High School, and Scott 
Dean, a 6-4 guard/forward from 
Southport High School. Coach 
Patterson stated that both are 
intelligent ball players and will fill 
forward positions. 
NOTE: "Steve Fortenberry, a 6-6 
sophmore center for Taylor indicated 
he will not play basketball next year. 
Fortenberry wants to concentrate on 
his academic curriculum next year. 
part in the lottery. This year, 
however, because of some previous 
trades, three teams that did make the 
playoffs (Boston, Philadelphia and 
Dallas) participated in Sunday's 
lottery. The Dallas Mavericks in a 
trade with the Cleveland Cavaliers got 
seventh pick but the Philadelphia 
76ers and the Boston Celtics received 
the first and second picks respectively. 
The 76ers got the Los Aneeles 
Clipper's pick in 1979 for forward Joe 
Bryant. The Celtics received the 
Seattle Supersonics pick last year for 
guard Gerald Henderson. The Golden 
State Warriors received third while the 
Indianapolis Pacers got the fourth 
followed by the New York Knicks, the 
Phoenix Suns and the Dallas 
Mavericks. 
Pacer General Manager, Don Walsh 
was pleased by fourth pick. Walsh 
believes the Pacers can get a good 
basketball player and at the same time 
a trade option. 
MEARS GAINS 
THE POLE 
Danny Sullivan, last year's 
Indianapolis 500 Champion, broke 
Pancho Carter's year old qualifying 
speed of 212.583 by averaging 
215.729 for four laps last Saturday to 
win the pole for next week's race. 
Sullivan's mark also broke Scott 
Bray ton's year-old record practice lap of 
214.199. About an hour later, 
though, Sullivan lost the pole 
position to Rick Mears who averaged 
216.828 mph for four laps. Mears 
first lap was a track record of 217.581 
J 
John Popp helps catapult his Fourth South softball team into the 
final four playoffs. 
mph. The speed for one lap does not 
mean that it is the top speed of the car 
but the average around the 2 1/2 mile 
track. Down the main straight, Rick 
Mears was moving at a speed of over 
220 miles per hour. 
Dick Simon and Paul Boesel 
initially qualified but were disqualified 
by United States Auto Club officials 
after failing post-qualifying inspection. 
NAIA NATIONALS 
Congratulations to Women Track 











THE RACE FOR 
PRE-APPROVED CREDIT 
FROM FORD CREDIT 
IS ON AT 
FINCANNON 
Do You Qualify For ^ 
Pre-approved Credit? * 
W You Must Be A Graduate 
C You Must Have A Job Commitment 
C You Must Visit The Showroom 
IC You Must Hurry 
Yes, pre-approved credit from Ford Credit can be yours. 
You must receive at least a bachelor's degree or a state RN 
license between October 1, 1985 and September 30, 1986, 
and you must have verifiable employment that begins within 
120 days of your qualifying vehicle purchase at a salary sufficient 
to cover ordinary living expenses and your vehicle payment. Your 
credit record, if you have one, must indicate payment made as 
agreed. The amount of credit depends on the qualifying car you buy. 
Plus, $400 is available even if you don't finance. Make your best 
deal on any qualifying vehicle and use the money toward your down 
payment, or Ford will send you a $400 check after the purchase or lease. 
These Are The Vehicles That Are Qualified 
FORD: Escort, Escort EXP, Tempo, Mustang, Thunderbird 
FORD TRUCKS: Aerostar, Bronco II, Ranger, F-150 & F-250 
So hurry; if a vehicle is not in dealer stock you must order by June 1, 1986, 
and you must take delivery of any vehicle by August 31, 1986. See your 
participating dealer for complete program details. 
Graduates, Start Your Engines And Get Over To 
FINCANNON FORD - MERCURY 
1510 N. Walnut 








SPECIAL PHOTn SECTTrvy 
MEMORABILIA- A Year to Remember 
Good-bye T.U., Well Miss You 
There'll be no more wearing sweats when we feel like it. I don't think the 
boss would understand. We'll have to dial 7 numbers now instead of 4. A 
little thing, but see if you don't notice it. Good-bye computers, hello 
typewriter. No more "How Great Thou Art" in Chapel or The "Taylor Fight 
Song" (does anybody really know it?). No more L.R.C. or stamps at the desk 
or food prepared (?) or dishes cleaned. When we get locked out we'll just have 
to wait. Who will mow our lawn? Who will have a lawn? No D.C. food, no 
Taylor lake, no bucketting, no Upland. No Youth Conference, no NSLC, or 
for that matter, no TWO, WTUC, SAC, TSO, RC, DC, LRC, or Milo 
Rediger Chapel Auditorium. Where will it be safe to walk in the middle of 
the night? No more Newtsburgers, or Hoes, or Chanticleer, or Homestead, or 
Trojan Horse, (who says there's nothing to do in the cornfields?) There'll be 
no more friends on the wing to talk to till 3:00AM. We'll miss the people 
but (thanks to Michael W. Smith) we know that "Friends are Friends 
Forever". And at Homecoming we'll try to cram it all in. And we'll miss 
Variety Show and Nostalgia Night We'll only hear about AirBand and from 
now on will watch graduations with a knowing air instead of with wide-eyed 
anticipation. Good-bye T.U. Well miss you in a lot of ways, some of them 
will be here when we come back, some of them won't - but We'll be back. 
assistance on 
mom, 
S'cuse me miss, could I borrow some lotion?" 
Bruce Willis would be real proud, Jeff. 
THOSE WERE THE DAYS 'Hoofin' It' 
iEEP-SEA FISHING IN KESLERBPWD 
14 Echo issues older and I'm graying near the temples, 
but they said it couldn't be done, and... I agreed. 
I intend to fill this space with "thank you's" for all who 
have made The Echo's success possible, but before I do, 
there is one shred of editorial comment which I've been 
saving for a rainy day. 
I believe strongly in truth; living honestly with oneself 
and with others, and in my seeking those elements of life 
that are true, it seems that most of the world has developed 
a convincing act or masquerade which fits comfortably over 
the heart and doesn't offend anyone around them. I'm not 
speaking in the philosphical^sense; people, simply, aren't 
very real. The overused example, that I'm going to tramp 
on as well, is the habit we have of asking people, "so, how 
ya' doin?" and replying, "I'm fine. How ya'?" (The beauty 
of the English language is overwhelming here.) My point 
is that there are only a few who ever stay around to listen 
to how the "ya" they addressed, is doing. 
The Christian circle, sadly, seems to carry a great 
amount of misplaced energy. Energy is spent in finding out 
how one can look and feel O.K. in the eyes of their peers 
and how to discover the program of things that are all 
.^Christian" instead of seeking to understand two things: 
God and one's place as His child. An example: it seems 
Christians feel a greater pressure to sing all four verses of 
"How Great Thou Art" as to avoid any potential guilt than 
to ever ask themselves more significant questions: If God 
knows my heart is involved in the last showing of General 
Hospital, why am I singing empty praises? And, if I'm 
still fuming about the run-in I had with my roomate this 
morning, why did I plaster this smile on my face? That's 
Talking politics, Jim Wierenga gets down to earth with some supporters 
Wilson stocks rise another 6% and Pam and Kim mourn their summer blues 
TAYLOR U, 
UPLAND 
Conspiracy to commit bribery and abusive language 
that's another $55.00 ma'am. Do you think anyone will know they're gone? Stay away from this thing - just a safety tip 
TAYLOR 
fOUNOCS 18' 
Suzzanne Haddad checks the terrain 
in her Honda Jeep. is still gaining wisdom 
Upland's hot spot - Ivanhoe's is hot in a cool way § 
FAREWELL LA BON CUISINE. HOME COOKING 
FOR SOME, FOR OTHERS - DIRTY DISHES Good-bye, so long, farewell 
CHANTICLEER 
RESTAURANT 
Opening for Breakfast 6:30 - ii:uo 
•X* Breakfast Buffet 
• ̂  Thurs., May 22 - Sun., May 25 
• Sunday Brunch 10 - 3 
• Daily Lunch and Dinner Specials! 
• Delicious Appetizers! and Pizza! 
9:00 am - 11:00 am COFFEE AND ROLLS 
9:00 am - 8:00 pm Mon. - Sat. 10:00 am - 8:00 pm Sundays 
215 N. 8th Street Upland 998-2223 
A Y R E S  A L U M N I  M E M O R I A 1  
Carry Out Available 
